
Year 9 Assessment Planner and Advice  

for  Parents and Students 

2019 – 2020 

“Parental engagement is a powerful  lever for raising 

achievement in schools. Where parents and teachers 

work together to improve learning, the gains in 

achievement are significant.”   

(Department for Education) 



“What can we do to help?” 
We are delighted that parents want to help their students prepare for assessments and tests. It is important to note that 

revision is not the only way that you can support your student in succeeding at school. Children ages 6 to 13 need about 9 

to 11 hours of sleep. (According to the National Sleep Foundation.) Research shows that sleep regulates mood and is related 

to learning and memory functions. Another way in which parents can support their child is by encouraging them to make 

healthy lifestyle choices.  It is important that all students get into good revision habits from the start. They should focus on 

doing a little and often and always try to make it active.  

Here are some active revision tips you could try with your students: 

Revise spellings and key words: 

Revising spellings and key words 

with them makes a big differ-

ence.  Make sure they know 

what they mean. Get your stu-

dent to tell you what words they 

are using a lot in each subject. 

Flash cards. Create a flash 

cards using the information 

in your student’s exercise 

books and test them on key 

knowledge such as dates, 

names and word meanings. 

Mind mapping / information posters 

Are a great way to get your student to 

review topics. The students should use 

their exercise books and condense 

down their notes (please see example 

on how to mind map on the next page).  

Once the student has completed the 

mind map they can either put up on 

their wall or see if they can draw it again 

from memory.  

Talk to them:  The best way to get 

your students to revise, (without them 

even knowing) is to ask them what 

they are learning and ask them to 

explain it to you.  

Concept webs: Take a 

piece of plain paper and  

create a  circle of key 

words, phrases, dates/ 

terms. Then the student 

draws on and labels as 

many links as possible cre-

ating something that looks 

like a web of ideas. 
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Concept web: 1066 

Edward The Confessor 

Harald Hardrada William Duke of Normandy 

Oath/ promised 

Harold Godwinson 

Tostig 

Senlac Hill 

The Witan 

Stanford Bridge 

Hint: Think about Luck, Preparations and Leader-

ship 

Local support 



ACHIEVEMENT SUPPORT 

What will we cover this year? 

Achievement Support is a department at Hampton Gardens who predominantly support the needs of students with an SEN need. In Year 7 they 

also support those students who did not make their age related expectations in Key Stage 2. Achievement Support is made up of 7 purpose 

built rooms on the top floor of the school’s building, featuring a hygiene suite, sensory room, intervention room, classroom, breakout room, 

multi-agency room and an office. These are accessible to pupils during social times as well as lesson times. We have a team of 11 staff: the SEN-

Co, one Teaching Assistant Level 3, three Teaching Assistant Level 2s who mainly run interventions and eight Teaching Assistant Level 1s who 

predominantly work with students with Education, Health and Care Plans in main body lessons. The SENCo endeavours to ensure that students 

are reaching their full potential both academically and emotionally, through quality assuring quality first teaching, directing the Teaching Assis-

tant Team and liaising with external services that could offer additional support to your child. 

 What will school be doing? What can I do to help?  

Sep-

Oct 

Achievement Support will be collating Primary school SEN infor-

mation, Key Stage 2 SATs data and initial concerns from teaching 

staff to identify students with a potential SEN need / implement 

appropriate provisions for those students who already have an 

existing SEN need. We will also conduct baseline assessments, 

whole-school reading screeners, observations and book looks in 

those first few weeks. If we feel your child will benefit from inter-

vention. We will contact you and invite you to our Provision Even-

ing on Thursday 18th October. 

Inform the SENCo if you do not feel you child is accessing the right 
type of / level of provision by emailing sen@hamptongardens.org.uk 

Support your child if they are worried about having a reading test. 

Promote the importance of intervention through providing additional 
opportunities for learning in the household. 

Discuss lunch / afterschool clubs with your child. 

Hand in any Pupil Passports that have been completed over the Sum-
mer holidays. 

Attend the Provision Evening on Thursday 26th September, if invited. 

Nov

-Dec 

Achievement Support will be preparing to review how students 

with a SEN need have progressed during the first school term and 

managed the transition from Primary to Secondary school. There 

may be some assessments to ascertain whether intervention has 

been having an impact for certain students. You will invited to the 

December SEN Review evening to support with setting new goals 

for your child to achieve the following term. 

Attend SEN Review Evening on Thursday 5th December. 

Complete Parent Voice survey. 

Contribute setting outcomes for your child. 

Help us update Pupil Passports, if necessary. 

 

Jan-

Feb 

Achievement Support will be quality assuring the impact quality 

first teaching is having on students with an SEN need. The SENCo 

will be conducting observations, book looks and analysing pro-

gress data to ensure your child is achieving their full potential in 

main body lessons. Your child may also be accessing an interven-

tion that was decided during the December SEN Review evening - 

the impact of this will be tracked via a Provision Map. 

Inform the SENCo if you do not feel you child is accessing the appro-
priate type of / level of provision by emailing 
sen@hamptongardens.org.uk 

Recommend appropriate lunch / afterschool clubs. 

Promote the importance of intervention through providing additional 
opportunities for learning in the household. 

Continue to encourage your child to read for pleasure. 

Mar Achievement Support will be preparing to review how students 

with an SEN need have progressed during the first school term 

and managed the transition from Primary to Secondary school. 

There may be some assessments to ascertain whether interven-

tion has been having an impact for certain students. You will be 

invited to the March SEN Review evening to support with setting 

new goals for your child to achieve the following term. 

Attend SEN Review Evening on Thursday 2nd April. 

Complete Parent Voice survey. 

Contribute setting outcomes for your child. 

Help us update Pupil Passports, if necessary. 

Apr-

May 

Achievement Support will be quality assuring the impact quality 

first teaching is having on students with an SEN need. The SENCo 

will be conducting observations, book looks and analysing pro-

gress data to ensure your child is achieving their full potential in 

main body lessons. Your child may also be accessing an interven-

tion that was decided during the March SEN Review evening - the 

impact of this will be tracked via a Provision Map. 

Inform the SENCo if you do not feel you child is accessing the appro-
priate type of / level of provision by emailing 
sen@hamptongardens.org.uk 

Recommend appropriate lunch / afterschool clubs. 

Promote the importance of intervention through providing additional 
opportunities for learning in the household. 

Continue to encourage your child to read for pleasure. 

Jun-

Jul 

There will be a final SEN Review in June where we will review your 

child’s year and also discuss possible support for the following  

school year including setting outcomes for the summer holidays. 

Attend SEN Review Evening on Thursday 9th July 2019. 

Complete Parent Voice survey. 

Contribute setting outcomes for your child for the summer and start 
of Year 8. 

Help us update Pupil Passports, if necessary. 

Support your child during the summer holidays with reading, writing 



Subject: Art and Design 

What will we cover this year? 

Students in Year 9 will look at the broad theme of ‘the wider world’. Within this topic, students will have the opportunity to 
learn about a range of artists and art works, as well as interact with a variety of materials, processes and techniques.  

The course content is divided to fall within the three school terms:  

 Term 1 is focused on a ‘Ecology’ Project. Within this project students will encounter a range of different artists who deal 
with environmental issues as their chosen subjects. Concentrating on sustainability and ecological architecture, students 
will learn about and work with the concept of how we can effect the world around us. Students will create a series of de-
signs, leading on to the development of a 2D Batik image using ink to add colour.   

 In term 2, students will encounter the topic of ‘Politics’. Within this project students will look at the wat Artists use Art to 
spread and share messages with an audience. Looking at a range of famous works and artists, students will learn about 
different materials and techniques. In addition, students will get the opportunity to create a poster using screen printing, 
this will express a message or idea. This will be further develop using a range of different media.  

 Term 3 is examining how ‘identity’ in a wider context is explored through Art. Students will look at and consider art from a 
range of different Artists and consider themes which are issues in our society such as; class, gender, size, religion and 
health. Students will look in detail at the work of 3D Artists and will create designs which they will then use to create a 3D 
Relief clay tile, once fired this will be painted. Secondly, students will design and develop a mod rock pot, they will deco-
rate this with relevant images and text which will relate to their identity in a wider context.   

Date: Assessment style: What can I do to help?  

September—October 

Ecology project: 

 Artist analysis  

 Creating personal symbols 

Practical responses 

Written evaluations 

Encourage and support your child in their personal development 
of visual artistic skill and expression.  

 

Encourage your child to record (photograph and draw) images 
relevant to current projects.  

 

Encourage your child to utilise literacy map worksheets to assist 
with literacy development in Art.  

 

Encourage your child to attend extra-curricular Art clubs, if your 
child requires assistance with homework, catching up or for fur-
ther enjoyment.  

 

If there is ever a concern, please contact the teacher directly so 
that they can discuss the issues with you. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

November—December 

Ecology project: 

 Use the wax to draw out batik     
design 

Written research 

Practical experiments 
and final piece 

January—February  

Politics/messages in Art: 

 Artist analysis 

 Debate about what is Art.  

Written research and 
evaluation 

Debate and       
presentation 

February—April 

Politics/messages in Art: 

 Poster design 

 Screen print  

Practical experiments 

Final piece 

April—May  

Art examining current issues linking 
to  identity: 

 Artist analysis 

 Clay tile designs 

Artist research 

Practical planning 

 

May—July  

Art examining current issues linking 
to  identity: 

 Mod rock pot designs 

 Pot construction and decora-

Design process 

Practical final piece 

 



Subject: Computing and ICT 

What will we cover this year?  

Over the course of the year, students will learn a combination of ICT and computing concepts starting with ICT 

skills for learning, the students will learn about the spreadsheets that can be used to make the lives of business 

people easier. As the students move on through the year they will develop their presentation skills over two units 

of work one in Spring focused on presentations and then another in the Summer aimed at. Between these two 

units students will learn programming using logo to learn scripting. They will also use an application called game 

maker to understand difficult programming concepts and how games are made 

Date: 

Assessment topic/ key knowledge: 

Assessment style: What can I do to help?  

Python assessment  Short answer 

knowledge questions 

and multiple choice 

questions. 

Students can use office 365 and go onto the teach ict help page. 

App shed  Documentation of 

gaming and submis-

sion of actual game 

Use the website and download at home. 

Making a video Observation of pre-

sented work, one to 

one/whole class. 

Help students to find suitable presentation content. Allow them 

to practice presenting information. 

Networking  Multiple choice ques-

tions + project 

Review lessons on office 365  

E-safety Project on e-safety  Students will combine other areas they have studied to create 

an e-safety document. Look through lessons 

End of year test Project Review lessons on office 365 and check previous assessments 



Subject: Design Technology 

What will we cover this year? 

Students will rotate three times within year 9 covering: Product Design, Food and Textiles.  
Projects include: Chair Design, Food and a Rucksack with a Smart Element. 

Each rotation is roughly 13 weeks (13 lessons) and covers: research Skills, Design skills, Making skills 
Grades for all three aspects will contribute to a final assessment grade for the project.  

Rotations: 

Assessment topic/  
key knowledge: 

Assessment style: “What can  I do to help?” 

Product Design 

Chair Design 

Students will be investigating and learning about anthropometric 
and ergonomic data, and the considerations taken when designing a 
new product. Students will be using this new knowledge to design a 
perfectly fitting model chair that is suitable for the widest range of 
users. 

The product will be produced out of Acrylic, a thermoforming 
plastic that is easily moulded using the Line benders and range of 
hand tools available to students. 

We will investigate the pros and cons of using plastics, along with 
learning about a wide range of everyday thermoplastics, and 
thermosetting plastics.  

Students will have full control over the design and production of the 
product, from things like sizes, colour of Acrylic used, tools, and 
approach to the task. Students have this much flexibility within the 
project to prepare them for the rigours and challenges involved 
within GCSE education. 

Talk about products in the home, 
particularly seating. Consider the form 
(size and shape) and function (how well it 
does its job) of products. 

We are introducing 2 key new words 
within this project: 

Ergonomics - The study of people and 
their relationship with the environment 
around them.  

Anthropometrics - The study of the 
human body and its movement.  

The use of www.technologystudent.com 
will be a good place to look for 
homework support. Go to ‘new D&T 
GCSE’ section of the website.  

Food 

Teenagers and 
Nutrition 

 

This project has been  designed to give students a sample of  
working  with a GCSE style  task. The focus is on nutrition as well as 
developing  food preparation skills.  

The project consists of mainly savoury recipes  with the aim of 
adapting one of these for teenager nutritional needs . 

The final practical will consist of  group work to modify and cook a 
street style recipe suitable for vegetarian/ vegan teenagers.  All 
students will participate and cook  their  modified dish  and  present 
their  it for judging at the end of the project.  This will involve peer 
assessment as well as teacher assessment of presentation and 
practical skills  along with nutritional knowledge of their  new 
recipe. 

Encourage  your child to start thinking 
and talking about what nutrients are in 
the food they eat. 

Look at labels and identify  foods that 
contain high sugar or fats. 

Help them select  healthy foods and talk 
about why they are nutritious. 

Students can explore further information 
on nutrition and food preparation on the 
following website. 

 www.foodafactoflife.org.uk 

Textiles 

Rucksack with 
Smart Material 
element 

This project uses the British fashion designer Dame Vivienne 
Westwood as its inspiration. Students will design and make a 
drawstring rucksack, which will be block printed and contain an 
element of a smart material of their choice. 

The product must be fit for purpose and meet the specification. At 
the end of the project all students need to test their final rucksack 
and consider any modifications that would need to be made if this 
were to become a product on the market. 

Students are based within the textiles room and have access to a 
range of materials (including smart materials) and the use of the 
sewing machines. 

Encourage your child to look at pattern 
applied to textile product. You could talk 
about trends and fashion when out 
shopping. 

The use of a sewing machine or hand 
sewing at home will improve overall 
quality when making in school. 

www.technologystudent.com. Go to ‘new 
D&T GCSE’ and around half way down is a 
section on Textiles. 



Subject: English 

What will we cover this year? 

Students in Year 9 will have the opportunity to interact with a variety of Literature including books, plays, poetry and other forms of non-

fiction text, whilst developing their reading and writing skills from years 7 and 8. We will start the year with a thematic unit. This will focus 

discrimination and prejudice and will teach students how to use contextual knowledge and other texts to help them find deeper layers of 

meaning and broaden their analysis. This will be followed by a unit of study on Romeo and Juliet, particularly focussing on the literature skills 

required by AQA English Literature GCSE. Later in the year, students will also study a unit on the Gothic genre focussing on key extracts and 

the skills needed for both GCSE English Language and Literature. We will conclude the year with a non-fiction unit where students will prac-

tise writing about the comparisons between texts. 

Date: 

Assessment topic/ key knowledge: 

Assessment style: What can I do to help?  

Sep-Dec 

We will be looking at discrimination and prejudice 

with a focus on either To Kill a Mockingbird, 

Noughts and Crosses or Of Mice and Men. 

We will be focusing on skills such as inference and 

deduction, selecting quotations, analysing lan-

guage choices and using contextual knowledge to 

show deeper understanding of texts. 

Language based 

questions. 

 

Literature essay. 

 

Encourage your child to research and read around issues of discrimi-

nation in the media and literature to aid their understanding of the 

texts. 

The most important thing when answering an essay question is to use 

PEEL: Point, Evidence, Explain. Help your student to practice writing 

PEE paragraphs when they read at home. 

Jan-Mar 

Students will complete a unit on the wider theme 

of conflict, but with a particular focus on Romeo 

and Juliet, non-fiction texts and poetry on the 

theme. Students will explore how to focus on 

multiple meanings and take evidence from across 

a text. 

 

Literature essay on 

an extract from the 

play. 

 

Newspaper report. 

Talk to your student through the year about what they are studying in 

English and ask them questions about what they are learning. Remind 

your students to use PETAL when answering essay questions and to 

remember to focus on particular techniques and/ or language choices 

used.  

Apr-June 

Students will study a gothic based unit focussing 

on extracts from a range of texts. They will be 

refining their skills of responding to unseen texts 

and writing appropriately under timed conditions. 

Narrative Writing 

 

End of Year Exam 

 

Encourage wide reading at home, particularly of gothic short stories, 

many of which are accessible for free online.  

Practice writing and grammatical skills. 

June-July 

A non-fiction unit focussing particularly on com-

paring two texts and commenting on similarities 

and differences. 

GCSE Language 

question on com-

parison. 

 

 

Encourage to students to collect and read non-fiction texts on im-

portant societal issues. 



Subject: French 

What will we cover this year? Bonjour! Students have learnt a huge amount so far and have shown that they are developing 

into outstanding linguists! In Year 9, they will continue to learn new topics and new vocabulary, including: spending time online, 

hobbies & sports, TV & film, role models; and the imperfect and simple future tenses. Students will recap all the major gram-

matical structures from Years 7 & 8 throughout the year so that by July they are developing fluency and confidence in using lots 

of different vocabulary and tenses. 

Date: 

Assessment topic/ key 

knowledge: 

Assessment 

style: 

What can I do to help?  

Sept:  

Reading Assessment—Year 9 

learning so far 

Reading/

Grammar/

Translation 

Encourage students to use their Year 9 vocab/grammar booklet given to them at the 

start of the year to revise the key grammar. Students should use a range of revision 

techniques so at home you could encourage them to be carry these out.  

Oct: 

Listening Assessment—Going 

online/hobbies/role models 

Listening Assess-

ment 

During class, students will carry out a short listening assessment. They key to doing 

well in these assessments is to listen to and hear as much French as possible leading 

up to the test. Encourage students to listen to French songs on YouTube or to watch 

films in French. Students could also try complete some practice questions on the This 

is Language website. 

Dec:   

Speaking 

Speaking Assess-

ment 

(Picture-based 

task/Role Play/

Questions) 

If you feel confident you could try and have simple conversations with the students 

asking them ‘Who do you admire?’, or ‘What do you do during your free time?’ and 

then ask them to respond (in French). Students should still revise their vocabulary but 

they should also try to listen to as much French as possible, so the things mentioned 

for the listening assessment will be applicable here. 

January: 

Reading Listening 

Reading/

Translation As-

sessment 

Listening Assess-

ment 

Some responses here will be written in French so students will really need to focus on 

learning the spellings of their vocabulary. You can help by ensuring they are doing 

this at home. They could also go to the LRC and pick up some of the French maga-

zines and practise reading during break/lunch-times and then talk to you about what 

they have read. 

March:  

This assessment also covers eve-

rything from the year so far but 

will have a focus on using the 

perfect, conditional and future 

tenses. 

Writing Assess-

ment 

Encourage students to play language games on the internet so that they can recap 

the language. Students should be encouraged to revise using the strategies taught to 

them in Year 9 (Look, cover, write check; write paragraphs with no notes; use books 

to write paragraphs but under timed conditions; flashcards; ask a partner/family 

member to test them on key grammar/vocab).  

June/July: End of year exam 

An exam focusing on all topics 

taught this year across all four 

skills 

Reading/

Listening/

Writing/

Translation/

Speaking Assess-

ment 

Encourage students to look through their books and previous assessments. It would 

be very helpful for students to create flashcards and mind-maps on the topics/

vocabulary they have learnt this year. The more students try to recall vocab from 

memory (by recreating mind-maps) and the more they put themselves in the test 

conditions the easier the test will be. Students should try to write short paragraphs in 

timed conditions (5 minutes) on a variety of topics. This will show them which topics 

they need to revise in more detail but will also show them what kind of mistakes they 

are making after they have gone back over their work and checked it. At home you 

could encourage students to carry out these strategies. 



Subject: Geography 

What will we cover this year? 

The topics have been chosen to build on the major concepts that have been taught in Years 7 and 8 and to prepare them with the 
knowledge, skills and understanding to learn about the people, places and world around us and also for GCSE geography.  

Geographical skills continue throughout the whole year encompassing map skills, decision making activities and graphicacy. 

We then move on to pure physical geography . Firstly we study tectonic hazards , then later in the Summer term we cover Ecosystems , 
Tropical Rainforests and Cold Environments. 

The human topics we cover are climate change, and economic geography. 

The Year 9 field trip experience will be based in the local area. 

Date: 

Assessment topic/ 
key knowledge: 

Assessment style: “What can  I do to help?” 

Autumn Term 1  

What is Develop-
ment? 

 

29 mark mini GCSE style paper. Short 
questions with marks ranging from 1 
mark to 6 marks.  

 

Access the “Learning to Revise” document on our website or 
on Bromcom.  

Encourage revision time  - short bursts of targeted learning . 

Test using class book. 

www.coolgeography.co.uk › AQA  

Particular focus on development indicators, the Demographical 
transition Model and the causes and consequences of the De-
velopment Gap in the world. 

Autumn Term 2  

Natural hazards —
Plate tectonics. 

 

Essay—Why do people choose to live in 
tectonically active areas of the world? 

Mini Test on  key words and their mean-
ings. 

There is a huge amount of new vocabulary in this section so 
any encouragement in key terms would be greatly appreciat-
ed.  

Test spellings and glossary of key words. 

BBC Bitesize have a fabulous KS3 section on Geography and in 
particular tectonic hazards. 

Disaster geography is always popular so independent research 
on tectonic hazards would be useful—earthquakes, volcanoes, 
tsunamis. You tube clips are also a great way to see these haz-
ards in real life.  

www.emsc-csem.org    This site shows a day by day account of 
earthquakes as they happen. 

Spring Term 1  

Exploring Nigeria 

 

Assessment – Practice with a 9 mark 
question using this case study and eval-
uating a topic.  

Encourage independent research on Nigeria under these head-
ings: 

The international role of Nigeria, conflicts in Nigeria and how 

Spring Term 2  

Changing Climates 

Mini test on the understanding and 
meaning of multiple specialist terms in 
this unit. 

Encourage students to look at the news for examples of cli-
mate change around the world.  

Summer Term 1 

The Living World 

Tropical Rainforests 

 

The assessment here will be a decision 
making exercise on how Brazil can sus-
tainably use it`s natural resources. “Cut 
down or not to cut down the Amazon 
Rainforest”. 

Big topic discussions are always useful here with your child. 
There is lots of information on the internet about chopping 
down Tropical Rainforests and the amount of plastic polluting 
our oceans at the moment. 

Summer Term 2  

Cold Environments. 

There will be an end of year test styled 
to look like a mini GCSE style questions. 

 

Help with revision would be appreciated— students will be 
revising from their class books so strategies and tips to recount 
information would be very useful. 



Subject: History 

What will we cover this year? 

During Year 9 pupils strengthen the key skills vital to studying History. We use a topic based approach to develop the pupils’ 

understanding of the chronology of British and World History and answer Historical enquiries about the past. Pupils investi-

gate cause, consequence, change and continuity within British society and the significance of key international historical 

events such as the impact of  the Holocaust, conflict in the Middle East, the Vietnam War and the development of crime and 

punishment since the Anglo-Saxon period. The investigation of these topics enables students to begin to examine the founda-

tion of British culture and the cultural, ethnic and religious diversity that is evident in Britain’s heritage. It helps pupils to de-

velop their understanding of the political and religious systems that we have in place today. Pupils examine sources and en-

hance their source skills as they develop their analytical and interpretation skills. At the core of each lesson is development of 

enabling students to effectively use evidence and communicate about the past.  

Date: 

Assessment topic/ key knowledge: 

Assessment 

style: 

“What can  I do to help?” 

Sept/ Oct:  

The Holocaust, what happens when good men 
do nothing?  

-Anti-Semitism in England in the 11th and 12th 
century 

-Why were medieval Jews persecuted? 

-Jews in 19th and 20th century Europe 

-Life for Jews in Nazi Germany 

-The story of Leon Greenman and his family 

-How were Nazis able to implement the Final 
Solution? 

-How did the Holocaust begin? 

-Jewish resistance against the Nazis 

-Jewish participation in the war against Hitler 

Source useful-
ness questions 

The Remind your students that when they look at sources 
they should think about : What can they infer from it?- 
What does the source tell them if they read between the 
lines? 

Remind your students when think about sources they 
should think: N. O. P. C = Nature- What type of source is it? 
How does this influence what is written/ displayed? Origin 
– Who made it and when? Purpose – Why was the source 
made? How far can it be trusted?   Content – What does it 
tell them?  

When explaining their opinion students need to use the 
connectives  ‘because… this meant that...this led to…’ to 
show explanation.  

Nov/ Dec:  

Why is the Middle East in the News so much?  

-Which countries are in the Middle East now?  

-The Ottoman Empire, why Arabs wanted inde-
pendence & why Britain broke it’s promise to 
give it.  

-Role of the Ottoman Empire in WWI.  

-The Balfour Declaration   

-What caused the Arab-Israeli War?  

-Why did the cold War cause conflict in 
the Middle East?   

-The Suez Crisis.  

-What cause the Iran-Iraq War?  

-What caused he First Gulf War?  

-What caused the ‘War on Terror’?  

-Consequences of the Second Gulf War.  

-What are the causes of conflict in the Middle 

Knowledge 
questions and a 
sources and 
interpretations 
skills section. 

The most important thing for writing a good essay is to 
remember to use PEEL paragraphs: 

Point– State your view -(One reason why) 

Evidence– Use some evidence to support your point- 
(because) 

Explanation– Explain how and why the evidence supports 
your point- (this meant that) 

Link– refer back to the question at the end of every para-
graph- (this led to) 

Talk to your student about what they have learned and 
create flash cards about each heading.  



Subject: History Cont. 

Date: 

Assessment topic/ key knowledge: 

Assessment 

style: 

“What can  I do to help?” 

Jan/ Feb:  

Why was the Vietnam war so controversial?  

-What is the difference between capitalism & 
communism?  

- The Red Scare/ Fear of Communism in USA   

-How was the USA drawn into the Vietnam 
War?  

-Who was involved in the Vietnam war  

-Tactics used by both sides  

-Use of chemical weapons  

-Reaction of the public  

-Opposition to the war  

-The Draft  

-Demonstrations against the war  

Interpretations The students will be given an interpretation by an historian 
and they have to argue if they agree with this statement or 
not. This is testing their ability to support their decision with 
evidence.   

Remind them to be confident in their choice and explain the 
significances of the evidence. Ask them about why the Vi-
etnam War was controversial and how it changed the world 
in the long and short term? 

March/ April:  

To what extent did Britain change?- thematic 
unit: Depth focus on the Norman and Medie-
val Period.  

-How did crime and punishment change in 
Anglo-Saxon England?.  

-How far did the Normans change Anglo-
Saxon justice?  

-Influence of the Church  

-Religion and changing definition of crime  

-Changes in society and definition of crime  

-Law enforcement  

Knowledge 
questions and  
sources  use-
fulness 

Remind your students when think about sources they should 
think: What can they infer? How can they evaluate source 
utility using N.O.P.C?  They also need too use PEEL para-
graphs to explain their ideas (See Nov/ Dec assessment.) 

Mind map how crimes were punished, who was in authority 
and how did law and order change 

 May/June: To what extent did Britain 
change?- thematic unit 

Depth focus on the Early Modern Period.  

-Early modern punishment  

-Gun Powder Plot  

-Witches  

-Changes in  the definition of crime  

-Changes in the definition of punishment  

-Changes in law enforcement  

Source based 
essay 

It would be very helpful to discuss with your student how to 
use PEEL paragraphs to explain their ideas (See Sept/ Oct 
assessment.) 

Create mind maps and flash cards about how crime, punish-
ment and law enforcement changed over time.   

July: End of year exam 

 

 

Knowledge 
questions and 
a sources and 
interpretations 
skills section. 

Talk to your student through the year about what they are 
studying in history and ask them questions about what they 
are learning. Remind your students when think about 
sources they should think: What can they infer? How can 
they evaluate source utility using N.O.P.C?  They also need 
too use PEEL paragraphs to explain their ideas (See Nov/ Dec 
assessment.) 



Subject: PD 

What will we cover this year? 

Year 9 PD involves  important hot topics such as discrimination, body image  and  mental health. We look at discrimination 
through racism, ageism,  gender bias and homophobia.  

The second part of the Autumn term focuses on work related learning. Students look at personal skills, qualities and interests 
and try to link these to jobs in the real world. They will also be introduced to the GCSE pathway and given time to consider 
options.  

In the Spring term we deliver sex related education which involves STD`s, Aids, sex and the law, and consent. Following this is 
the “Keeping safe and healthy” unit which focusses on drugs, their use, the consequences of their use and help needed to 
support addiction.  

The following unit is on citizenship  and students will design their own country — totally made up. They will create their own 
laws, politics, currency and taxation system.  During the process, students will be able to draw comparisons with a range of 
different countries in the world. 

In the summer term we deliver a unit on Finance—preparing them  for business and commerce. 

Finally in Year 9 we cover Global issues; notably environmental issues such as the burning of the Amazon rainforest or the 
destruction of animal habitats. We also look into the Make Poverty History campaign, the G8 countries , Child labour and the 
idea of Fair Trade. Really interesting and thought provoking topics. 

Date: 

Assessment 

topic/ key 

knowledge: 

Assessment style: What can I do to help?  

Autumn 
Term  

Identities 

 

We look at oracy and the ability to speak 
out and develop an opinion in class. All 
students will start at a point and our aim is 
to develop confidence through time so 
everyone has a “voice”.  

Students start to explore their own views 
on discrimination. 

Written essay style.  Oracy is also  graded. 

Check understanding of different types of discrimination  - disabil-
ity, age, gender, race, sexual orientation. 

Research real life examples of discrimination and discuss. 

Explain why discrimination has occurred and discuss  how people 
are affected?  

A great starting points could be :What are the characteristics that 
make us British? What effect does Racism have on an individual, a 
family, a community and a country?  

 

Spring Term  

Drugs 

Formative assessment opportunities such 
as group work  

Observations and one-to-one 

Discussions. 

Discuss any news stories on drugs with your child. Present an alter-
native opinion to  cannabis use in the UK. Research what is happen-
ing in other countries. 

Discuss the viewpoint  - “Alcohol and tobacco are very harmful 
drugs, yet remain legal.” 

Summer 
Term  

Finance 

 

Quiz style knowledge recall  - marks out of 
25 

Finance—the last assessment is knowledge and understanding of 
the key financial terms and definitions that present themselves in 
our society.  

Key words to test your child on include: 

Income tax, National Insurance ,Pension. 

Mortgage, Rent ,  Utility Bills. 

Savings Account  

Debit card, Credit  card 

 



Subject: Physical Education  

What will we cover this year?  

Within Physical Education students will gain a better appreciation and understanding of general exercise and de-

velop a healthy sense of competition during the games played. Students will learn in an environment that is en-

couraging and mutually respectful as each participant learns about his or her individual strengths and how to grow 

areas of weakness. 

The first half term will start with a healthy active lifestyles unit; this will focus on developing the understanding 

around various training methods and include theory content in preparation for KS4 option choices. Topics include; 

diet and nutrition, bones, joints and muscles.  

Students will have the opportunity in Y9 to lead coaching sessions and officiate to gain confidence and further 

knowledge of the sports.  

Half term PE Focus Assessment style: What can I do to help? Parental Support… 

September – October 
Healthy Active Lifestyles Boys 
& Girls 
Rugby Boys/Netball Girls 

Diagnostic assess-
ment and a combi-
nation of Formative 
and Summative 
assessment 

  
Communication 
  
  
Encourage and support your child in their personal 
development of participation in physical activity and 
sport. 
  
If there is ever a concern, please contact the teacher 
directly so that they can discuss the issues with you. 
  
When the student is unable to participate in class, 
please be sure to provide a doctors note with de-
tailed information so that the teacher knows how to 
work with your child when they are able to return to 
activity. 
  

October – December 
Trampoline Boys / Table Ten-
nis Girls 

A combination of 
Formative and 
Summative assess-
ment 
  

January – February 
Table Tennis Boys  / Trampo-
line Girls 

A combination of 
Formative and 
Summative assess-
ment 
  

February – April 
Football Boys / Badminton & 
Handball Girls 
Badminton & Handball  Boys / 
Dance Girls 

A combination of 
Formative and 
Summative assess-
ment 
  

April- May 
Tennis / Athletics Boys 
Athletics / Rounders & Cricket 
Girls 

A combination of 
Formative and 
Summative assess-
ment 
  

May – July 
Softball & Cricket / Athletics 
Boys 
Athletics / Tennis Girls 

A combination of 
Formative and 
Summative assess-
ment 

  
Inter-form/house Competitions will take place once a term: September, February and May. Sports day 
will be hosted in the summer term. 
  
Extra-Curricular Clubs are a fantastic way for students to try new sports and make new friends! The 
programme will change each half term and will be advertised in lessons, form time and around the school. 
Clubs will be active at lunchtime and afterschool; students will be inducted in their first PE lesson with what is 
on offer for this half term. Parental consent will be required for fixtures afterschool; your son/daughter will be 
notified. Being part of a team develops positive relationships with peers in addition to valuable skill development 
in:  leadership, teamwork and communication. 
  
  
  



Subject: Maths 

This year marks the beginning of our three year preparation for the AQA GCSE in Mathematics. All students will follow either 

the foundation or higher scheme of work depending on which tier is best suited to each individual child.  The mathematics 

GCSE is assessed using three papers  which are sat at the end of year 11(one non calculator and two calculator papers which 

all count equally towards the Mathematics GCSE), There is no coursework element of the GCSE. We will be preparing the stu-

dents for these examinations carefully using appropriate GCSE style resources and past paper materials as well as ensuring all 

areas of the content are taught over the next three years. Students will be regularly assessed and carefully monitored to en-

sure they are on track to achieve their potential. They will receive weekly homework to support their learning.  

 What will school be doing? What can I do to help?  

Sep-

Oct 

We will be covering the topics of basic number (including prime 

factorisation and its applications, the product rule for counting, 

approximation and estimation, angles and basic fractions and 

decimals. 

Students will be assessed with mini assessments and GCSE style 

questions to ensure they are progressing. 

Encourage your child to spend an appropriate amount of time on 
their homework—they do need to show all stages of their working 
out. A scientific calculator is very important as so much of their final 
GCSE is calculator based and they do need to know how to use their 
calculator correctly—the school can advise on a suitable model. 

It would be very helpful if you could encourage your child to revise 
their mathematics on a little and often basis. 

Nov

-

Dec 

We will be consolidating fractions and decimals and covering 

the important topic of percentages. We will begin to explore the 

statistics work in the data topic learning how to collect and in-

terpret data as well as basic techniques for analysing collected 

data. We will recap the number work from half term one 

Students will sit an end of term GCSE style examination 

It would be helpful if you could continue to support with homework 
and revision as well as take an interest in the work they are doing.  

Students should revise for their end of term examination—their 
mathematics books should be used for revision and we will provide 
a list of appropriate revision websites for them. 

Jan-

Feb 

We will revisit and recap the angles topic from the start of term 

and then build on this with studying the geometric topics of 

perimeter and area including circles. We will also work on scal-

ing and bearings 

Students will be assessed with mini assessments and GCSE style 

questions to ensure they are progressing. 

It would be helpful if you could continue to support with homework 
and revision as well as take an interest in the work they are doing.  

Students should revise and recap their work regularly—we will pro-
vide guidance and support. 

Mar This half term focuses on securing the basics of algebra includ-

ing expressions, equations, sequences and linear graphs.  

Students will sit an end of term GCSE style examination 

This is a challenging area of the curriculum for many students as 
they find the abstract nature of algebra more difficult to work with 
in many cases. Reassurance and reminders to seek help from their 
teachers if they are struggling would be immensely useful. 

Apr-

May 

This half term focuses on the important areas of ratio and pro-

portion and measures. Many of the topics taught in this unit link 

to real life—imperial and metric units of measure, working with 

recipes and thinking proportionally, using conversion graphs for 

exchange rate conversions, expressing quantities as ratios etc 

Students will be assessed with mini assessments and GCSE style 

questions to ensure they are progressing. 

It would be helpful if you could talk to your child and encourage 
them to link the mathematics taught to their everyday lives— 
changing recipes to serve eight people instead of six, mixing paint or 
concrete, foreign money and exchange rates, the concept of dis-
tance, volume and weight and when they might be used as well as 
support with homework 

Jun-

Jul 

We will look at transformations and the mathematics of two and 

three dimensional shapes and the relationships between them. 

We will also be recapping the work covered this year and pre-

paring the students for their end of year GCSE style examination 

Any support with revision would be appreciated. Please encourage 
your child to identify areas of weakness (we will support with his) 
and encourage them to focus their revision of the areas of mathe-
matics that they find more challenging rather than the content that 
they re good at! 



Subject: Music 

Music assessments will take place throughout the year with performing, composing and appraising music 

being a regular part of lessons.  Students will undertake at least 6 main topics throughout the year with 

each topic being assessed practically (through a performance or composition).  Assessments may also take 

the form of a listening or evaluation task which will be completed usually towards the middle or end of a 

topic. 

Students will often be encouraged to work as an ensemble and develop independent group learning skills 

alongside their solo work. To support their learning and preparation for assessments students, where pos-

sible, should practice their parts within performances alongside revising and revisiting key vocabulary and 

the main musical elements: rhythm, dynamics, tempo, structure, melody, harmony and instrumentation. 

Date: 

Assessment topic 

key knowledge: Assessment  

Sept/ Oct 

Band Instrumental 

Skills 

Students will learn to play both chords and melodies on band in-

struments begin to further develop ensemble playing.  Students 

will explore visual, auditory and kinaesthetic learning styles and 

choose an approach to learn their chosen instrument to              

performance standard. 

Students explore different 

methods  and approaches use 

by pop musicians to learn 

band instruments. They will 

develop ensemble skills  

through learning their own 

chosen repertoire. 

Nov/ Dec 

Rap/Hip Hop Music 

Students will  learn about the history and origins of rap music and 

understand the cultural context behind its development. Students 

will explore different rap styles and  their unique characteristics. 

Through the use of technology student will  write and create their 

own rap/hip hop track from scratch. 

. 

Writing a rap lyrics and cre-

ating  sequences loops, melo-

dies and instrumental sounds 

typical of rap and hip hop mu-

sic 

Jan/Feb 

Music Technology Project 

Students will learn more about the use of music technology to 

create, alter and manipulate sound. They will learn to use a se-

quencing software to compose music whilst exploring techniques 

such as sampling, mixing, effects, panning, etc 

Describe, explain and evaluate 

the various processes used on 

Cubase such as panning, vol-

ume, using effects and pro-

cesses, etc. 

March/ April 

Film Music 

We will analyse the music for many film genres in this topic and 
discuss what makes music so effective in film and the impact this 
has on an audience.  

Students will write a short 
musical extract to accompany 
a scene from a film clip. This 
may/may not be a music tech-
nology task.  

May/June 

Music Fusion 

Students will listen to, analyse and understand the features and 

characteristic of various musical style which have been fused to-

gether.  

Analyse the fusion of different 

musical styles and with the 

use of instruments or technol-

ogy create a musical fusion 

June/July 

Solo Performance Skills—

My Concert Programme 

This will be the final topic of the year and will provide students 

with the chance to enhance their skills through experiencing a 

range of different topics and instruments. 

Working on any instrument of 

their choice, including voice, 

students will choose, learn, 

and perform their own con-

cert programme. 



Subject: RE 

What will we cover this year? We follow the Agreed Syllabus for Peterborough schools. This year the students will focus on 

philosophical and ethical debates surrounding religion.  We  will start by discussing what relevance Religious studies has for 

us.  During the course of the year we will investigate questions such as:  What are the key features of Buddhism and Judaism? 

How does Humanism compare to other religions, Good vs Evil and the Sanctity of life.   

Date: 

Assessment topic/ key 

knowledge: 

Assessment style: What can I do to help?  

Sept: What are the key fea-

tures of Buddhism?  

 

 

Short answer knowledge 

questions and longer essay 

style questions 

Students will conduct a depth study of Buddhism. They will 

examine why Siddhartha Gautama is significant for Bud-

dhists. They will also examine the beliefs and practices of 

the  Four Sights,  four Noble Truths and the Eightfold Path. 

They will then explore  how the Five Precepts influence 

Buddhist lives,what Buddhists believe about life after death 

and how Buddhist Monks live.  Finally they will use their 

understanding to examine why is Quang Duc so significant? 

Nov/ Dec: What are the key 

features of Judaism?  

Short answer knowledge 

questions and longer essay 

style questions 

Students develop an understanding of the beliefs and practices of 

Judaism and its links to Christianity. Students will learn about 

what Judaism is, the significance of synagogues and temples. 

They will also gain an insight in to Kosher food and Jewish reli-

gious festivals such as Passover, Hanukah and Yom Kippur. To 

support your student you could talk to them about the beliefs and 

practices of Judaism. 

Jan/ Feb:  How does Human-

ism compare to other reli-

gions?  

Judgement based on class-

work 

Students will explore the secular belief of Humanism. Humanism 

is not a religion. It is a non-religious, ethical worldview, concerned 

with some of the same concepts as religions, but generally comes 

from secular ideas and considerations that have affected and in-

fluenced the lives of people, particularly since the Enlighten-

ment.  Help support your student by creating flash cards about 

March/April: Good versus 

Evil  

Short answer knowledge 

questions and longer essay 

style questions 

Students will examine: What do we think is right and good, or 

wrong and evil? Why? What is the teaching of three different reli-

gions about goodness? Are the teachings similar or different? 

What values and commitments from different religions help peo-

ple decide what is good or evil?  Why does it matter what we 

think about evil? If we all followed the teachings of a religion, 

how would the world change? Suggested religions and world 

May/July: The sanctity of life Essay style question Students will consider the sanctity of life and what is meant by 

the ‘sanctity’ of life, is life precious?  They will reflect upon the  

bigger questions such as who does life belong to? They will reflect 

upon medical ethics – what are the issues and dilemmas involved 

in abortion, IVF, euthanasia? How do members of the faiths stud-

ied respond?  



Subject: Science 

What will we cover this year? 

Students will increase their depth of knowledge of earlier big ideas, whilst transitioning from KS3-style 

questioning to GCSE assessment materials and content. 

Students will then study the first core topics of the AQA GCSE specification, in order for them to be fully 

prepared for the rigours of Combined or Separate Sciences in Years ten and eleven. 

What will school be do-

ing? 

Assessment style: What can I do to help?  

Students will cover the fol-

lowing topics in a rotation– 

based carousel. This means 

that different classes will 

cover different topics at 

different times  

Topics covered to prepare 

for GCSE science : 

Contact Forces 

Pressure 

Photosynthesis 

Respiration 

Voltage and Resistance 

Current 

Work 

Universe 

 

Transition topics that will 

prepare students for their 

GCSE courses: 

Atomic Structure 

Energy 

Cell Biology 

Each block will be assessed via a formal 

class assessment task. 

 

In addition,  students will be set home 

learning activities to practice answering 

questions.  

 

Student will also undertake “working 

scientifically practical-based assess-

ment in class during their topics 

 

Finally, All topics will be assessed at the 

end of the year in two 1 hour end of 

year examination papers. 

Help students Revise for their as-
sessments by encouraging the use of 
BBC Bitesize revision. 

 

Engage in students Educake assess-
ments 

 

Encourage dialogue over Science 
options and helping your child chose 
the best GCSE course for their 
needs. (Support and information on 
this will be given) 



Thank you for your support. 

 

The Hampton Gardens Team. 


